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Abstract—The proliferation of video consumption, especially
over mobile devices, has created a demand for efficient inter-
active video applications and high-level video analysis. This is
particularly significant in real-time applications and resource-
limited scenarios. Pixel-domain video processing is often inef-
ficient for many of these applications due to its complexity,
whereas compressed domain processing offer fast but unreliable
results. In order to achieve fast and effective video processing, this
paper proposes a novel video encoding architecture that facilitate
efficient compressed domain processing, while maintaining com-
pliance with the mainstream coding standards. This is achieved
by optimizing the accuracy of motion information embedded in
the compressed video, in addition to compression efficiency. In
a motion detection application, we demonstrate that the motion
estimated by the proposed encoder can be directly used to extract
object information, as opposed to conventionally coded video.
The incurred rate distortion overheads can be weighed against
the reduced processing required for video analysis targeting a
wide spectrum of computer vision applications.
Index Terms—Feature Extraction, Motion Detection, Vision
Applications, Video Analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Video processing plays a vital role in a wide range of appli-
cations such as surveillance, automation and control systems,
content-based retrieval, and multimedia classification. Many of
these applications require efficient handling of large amounts
of data, often in real-time [1] - [2]. As a result, processing
in pixel domain, which is computationally intensive, is not
effective in many scenarios. The inherent complexity could
be minimized by using auxiliary information about video
content, i.e. metadata. Delivering metadata separately from the
video stream requires an application dependent architecture
that would incur additional system complexity. Instead, infor-
mation embedded in the encoded bit-stream, such as motion
vectors (MVs), transform coefficients and block prediction
modes - information often referred to as compressed domain
features - can be used as auxiliary information. For example,
Babu et al. [3], Mezariz et al. [4] and Porikli et al. [5] present
different methods of using MVs and transform coefficients
in video segmentation. Variations of block prediction modes
are used to filter motion information by Bruyne et al. [6], to
identify regions-of-interest in image sequences. These methods
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are more economical in processing complexity, at the expense
of output precision, in contrast to pixel domain methods.
The performance of compressed domain processing depends
on the accuracy of compressed domain features in representing
video content. However, compression-efficiency driven nature
of encoder parameter selection often leads to sparse and noisy
compressed domain features. Therefore, while compressed
domain video processing reduces complexity, this is achieved
at the expense of output precision and reliability. In order to
achieve fast video processing and yet improve the reliability
of the analysis, this paper proposes a novel application driven
video encoding architecture. By steering encoder parameter
selection towards accurate content description, this proposal
enhances reliability of compressed domain features with-
out altering the coded data structure. Therefore, while any
compressed domain application would benefit, decoder and
application architectures are not affected.
Application-aware video coding methods have been pro-
posed in literature in [7], [8] and [9]. Enforced H.264 block-
size selection is used by kapatos et al. [7], to demarcate scene
changes. This requires a modified decoder and change-aware
applications. kas et al. [8] proposes background MV correction
in the encoder to improve motion based video indexing. These
methods each support only a given application. In [9], we
proposed a content driven motion selection mechanism, inde-
pendent of compression constraints, to enhance performance
of applications based on object motion. However, it is limited
to identifying singular motion. In Addition, compression re-
quirements should be considered in parallel with application
requirements to provide a flexible solution.
In this work, we integrate rate-distortion (RD) constraints of
conventional encoding with the requirements of motion-based
vision applications. This is achieved by extending the encoder
parameter selection process with a novel objective function
that represents accuracy of motion vectors. Each frame is
pre-processed to learn object and camera motion to generate
reference information to steer the objective function towards
accurate content description. We use object boundaries and
spatial correlation of motion to accommodate multiple moving
objects and camera motion. By taking moving object detection
and segmentation as an example, we demonstrate end-to-end
implementation of the proposed architecture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem
background is discussed in Section II and the proposed
applications-aware video coding architecture is presented in
Section III. Section IV outlines experimental results, while
applications of the proposed video coding architecture and the
conclusion are given in sections V and VI respectively.
Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed application-aware video coding architecture
II. SCOPE AND PROBLEM BACKGROUND
In the compressed domain feature set, MVs are evaluated
independently, whereas residual data depend on selected MVs.
Therefore, we limit the focus of this work to motion informa-
tion present in the compressed domain.
Existing video coding standards use motion modelled by
2D translational MVs in inter-frame prediction. Each frame
is divided into blocks, and each block is assigned a separate
MV to generate a predicted frame. These MVs collectively
represent spatial and temporal distribution of frame level
activity as well as local motion. Therefore, we selected Object
detection as the application scenario since it utilizes both
local and frame level activity. Additionally, segmentation and
extraction of object information is the base of many video
applications, from surveillance to interaction.
Conventionally, motion selection problem in the encoder,
is formulated as an optimization, where resultant distortion
is minimized subjected to maximum number of bits allowed
in encoding a given coding unit. This ensures compression
efficiency, which is critical in video communication. However,
other aspects of video utilization, such as video analysis
and its applications, would benefit from enhanced quality of
information embedded in the compressed video stream.
III. APPLICATION-AWARE VIDEO CODING
ARCHITECTURE
In order to ensure effectiveness of the information embed-
ded in the compressed domain features, encoder needs to con-
sider accuracy of compressed domain features in representing
video content. The proposed encoder achieves that in two
steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. First, frame content features
are extracted for each frame, in contrast to conventional block
level encoder processing. Next, these content features are used
as the reference for content feature accuracy within encoder
parameter selection.
A. Learn Object and Camera motion-models
In [9], we used an estimate of pixel trajectories across
the sequence of images, i.e. optical flow, as an estimate of
motion. However, optical flow algorithms typically use an
under determinant system, solved over an integration win-
dow [10], assuming locally uniform motion. This leads to
blurred motion boundaries in the presence of multiple moving
objects or moving camera. Motion vector refinement methods,
for example the method proposed by Sung-Hee et al. in [11],
typically alter MVs estimated by block matching with the
objective of reducing distortion in the reconstructed image.
Distortion driven methods overlook actual motion in partly
moving blocks and low textured regions. Therefore, these
methods are not suitable for our objective.
In order to account for multiple motions, we model frame
motion as a set of moving objects, with camera motion taken
as a single object with motion. Motion of each object is
modelled using two dimensional six-parameter affine motion
model given in (1).[
Vx
Vy
]
=
[
a1 + a2(x− x0) + a3(y − y0)
a4 + a5(x− x0) + a6(y − y0)
]
(1)
where (x0, y0) is the reference point for the region under
consideration. The model parameters account for rotational
and zooming effects as well as the translational movements.
Each object model consists of motion model parameters
to describe its motion and an object mask. Object models
are learnt for each frame before the encoder parameter
selection in the reference information pre-processing module
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The algorithm consists of three main
stages as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Stage 1: Initialization
For each pair of frames F t+1, F t, optical flow from frame
F t+1 to F t, is calculated as the initial estimation of frame
activity. Colour-based spatial segmentation is used to obtain an
initial estimation of object boundaries in F t+1. We denote this
initial object map by St+10 = {Rt+10 , Rt+11 ...Rt+1k ...Rt+1K },
where Rt+1k ∈ F t+1 is the kth region. In the practical
implementation, LK optical flow algorithm [12] was used to
estimate motion and two-pass connected component analysis
(CCA) was used for colour segmentation.
Fig. 2. Overview of Feature Extraction Process
Stage 2: Learn background and object motion models
Background region, denoted Bt+10 , may contain
unconnected regions depending on the layout of the
foreground objects across the image plane. Therefore, it
is necessary to first identify all segments corresponding to
background. It is assumed that the dominant motion pattern
observed in the calculated optical flow field is a result of
camera movement. Therefore, six parameter affine model
given in (1) is first used to estimate the frame global motion,
with the reference point (x0, y0) taken as the centre of the
frame. Model parameters are estimated using iterative least
square approximation with rejecting motion vectors resulting
in a higher residual than an estimated threshold. The residual
D at a given MV is calculated using the Euclidean distance
between the actual and estimated vectors. Once the model
parameters are stabilized, background Bt+10 = ∪Rt+1k is
formed subject to a set of rules based on a Similarity factor,
SF (k) = |D| / ∣∣Rt+1k ∣∣. Here, D is the set of block MV
residuals defined by,
D = {n/n ∈ ‖D(p)‖ / Dϑ;p ∈ Rt+1k }
and |D| is the cardinality of the set. In the practical
implementation, the least count of motion estimation in pixel
units was taken as the residual threshold Dϑ. The value
of SF (k) quantifies the factor of elements identified as
background blocks within a given region. Background was
labelled based on the following rules.
1) Any Rt+1k ∈ Bt+10 , if SF (k).ϑu, and the feature vector
It+1k associated with R
t+1
k is flagged as a feasible feature
value for the background.
2) Else, Rt+1k ∈ Bt+10 , if SF (k) . ϑl AND
argmin∀n∈Flagged(It+1n )
∥∥It+1k − It+1n ∥∥ / It+1
First rule accounts for measurement noise in motion esti-
mation by considering a higher threshold. Regions adjacent
with foreground objects tend to have a lower SF value due
to erroneous motion values at the boundary. These are accom-
modated in the second rule by a lower threshold supported by
pre-identified background features. The feature vector consists
of colour features estimated at the initial colour segmentation.
In the implementations ϑu and ϑl were empirically selected
as 0.8 and 0.35.
Once frame background is identified, motion parameters
of each of the remaining foreground regions are estimated by
least square approximation, with the centre of each region
taken as reference point (x0, y0).
Stage 3: Derive block-based motion
Once the model parameters are learnt, object labels are
assigned for each block, with priority given to foreground
objects. A set of MVs for each block is calculated using the
affine model and the relevant model parameters. In order to
avoid blurred motion boundaries, instead of averaging pixel
MVs to get the block MV, median MV is selected.
B. Feature Accuracy Constrained Motion Selection
Instead of directly using the estimated motion information
to encode the video, the estimated block MVs are used as
an additional constrain function, along with the encoder RD
optimization. The objective of a typical encoder parameter
selection is to achieve the optimum trade-off in bit rate and
distortion. In the reference software for H.264/AVC [13] and
H.263 Lagrangian optimization is used in encoder parameter
selection [14], which forms an unconstrained optimization. If
m denotes a candidate vector within the search region, the
optimization function is given in (2).
m(λ) = argminm{DSAD(m) + λRM (m)} (2)
In ( 2) the number of bits to encode m is given by
RM (m) and DSAD(m) denote the estimated distortion that
would result from using m to displace the coding block. λ
is the Lagrange parameter. We extend the rate-constrained
optimization given in ( 2) by introducing the objective function
ρ(m). ρ(m) is modelled as the likelihood function of the
candidate motion vectors, m, given by the Euclidean distance
with the corresponding reference MV estimated in Section III
A. Then the conventional optimization extends to,
m(λ) = argminm{DSAD(m)+λRM} given ρ(m) ≤ δ (3)
where the affordable accuracy error is given by δ, which
effectively limit the search range to a region centred at the
actual MV with distance δ. Results are presented for δ in 0.5-
1.5 pixel unit range.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Object detection in the presence of camera motion frame #42 from ’Table tennis’ sequence using motion vectors output of proposed method (a)Original
Frame (b) Motion vector field (c) Estimated camera motion (d) Residual (object) motion
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed architecture considers accuracy of motion
vectors in content description along with RD performance
in the motion estimation process. We validate the system
based on three criteria in comparison with the sate-of-the-
art video encoder: Performance of a vision application that
uses compressed domain motion information, Complexity of
MV selection process and RD performance. Furthermore, we
compare the performance of motion estimated using motion
vector refinement method outlined in [11] in the application
scenario, with that of the proposed encoder.
Simulations were carried out using standard ITU-T stan-
dard test sequences with a range of object and camera mo-
tion properties, consisting of camera pan, camera zoom and
steady camera as outlined in Table I. Sequences were in
CIF (352 x 288) resolution, 4:2:0 sub-sampling format. The
proposed framework was compared against the state-of-the-
art H.264/AVC [15] codec using JVT reference software, JM
version 15.1 [13]. All sequences were encoded with an initial
I-frame and a sequence of P-frames selected as the GOP struc-
ture. Frame referencing was limited to one precoded frame.
Since we do not address the encoder parameter selection for
block mode decision in the scope of this work, all sequences
were encoded using fixed 8x8 block partition.
TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF TEST SEQUENCES
Test Sequence Object Motion Camera Motion
Soccer High steady camera / pan
Coastguard Low camera pan
Table tennis Medium-High zoom out
A. Application Scenario: Background Detection and Object
Segmentation
Frame background detection, using only compressed do-
main MVs as cues to identify dominant motion, was consid-
ered as the first application scenario. Background detection
in the presence of camera motion using MVs selected by
the proposed encoder at QP 30 and δ = 1 for frame #42
in ’Table Tennis’ sequence is outlined in Fig 3. It can be
observed that the resultant motion field is spatially consistent
in the local neighbourhood. Outlier MVs at the frame edges
are a result of new object appearances caused by camera
zoom out. In order to analyse performance quantitatively,
individual blocks classified as background were compared with
manually marked ground truth. We define the percentage error
in background classification as,
Error% =
FP + FN
Total # ofBlocks
× 100 (4)
where, FP and FN denote false positive and false negative
detections compared to ground truth. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate
the accuracy of background detection, for ’Soccer’ and ’Table
tennis’ sequences for δ varying from 0.0-1.5 pixels.
Fig. 4. Avg. percentage error in background classification for ‘Soccer’
sequence
Fig. 5. Avg. percentage error in background classification for ‘Table tennis’
sequence
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 6. Comparison of MVs and identified clusters for a frame in ’Coastguard’ sequence (a)Original frame (b) - (c) JM reference [13] (d) - (e) proposed
encoder
JM [13] ProposedEncoder
Foreground Background Foreground Background Clusters Objects
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 7. Comparison of Background detection using MVs selected by JM and the proposed encoder and object segmentation using proposed encoder output
for (a)‘Soccer’, (b)‘Coastguard’ and (b)‘table tennis’ sequences
TABLE II
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE ERROR IN BACKGROUND CLASSIFICATION
Method Soccer TT CoastGuard
Filtered SAD [11] 23.73 45.36 17.78
JM reference [13] 10.43 32.06 13.45
Proposed Encoder
δ = 1.5 5.52 14.40 8.10
δ = 1.0 3.68 12.49 4.76
δ = 0.5 3.45 11.85 4.59
δ = 0.0 3.38 10.97 5.34
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the proposed encoder output with δ 0.5-
1.0 demonstrate acceptable accuracy compared with δ = 0.0.
Subjective results of background detection is given in Fig. 7.
Table II outlines the average detection error in comparison
with JM reference and block matched MV refinement. Rela-
tively high error percentages in both reference methods suggest
that, while these techniques achieve optimum image quality,
those methods are not suitable for our purpose.
Foreground classified MVs were then used to segment mov-
ing objects using a simple connected component analysis algo-
rithm. Fig. 6 compares the performance when MV estimated
using the conventional encoder and proposed encoder are used
in object detection for a frame in ’Coastguard’ sequence. Fig. 7
illustrates the initial clusters and final detected objects using
the MVs selected by the proposed system. Different objects are
marked by colour boundaries. Clustering using MVs estimated
based on object motion, is relatively accurate in all sequences.
B. Complexity Analysis
The encoder pre-processing consists of three main com-
putations; Optical flow estimation, segmentation and least
square estimation for model parameter learning. Segmenta-
tion uses connected-component analysis (CCA) assuming 8-
connectivity and cluster analysis, where the dominant com-
ponent is the 4 comparisons made for each element. The
resultant complexity is of O(p), where p is the number of
segmented elements. The least square estimation handles 2x2
matrices. Therefore, it’s complexity is of O(n2 × p´2) , where
n is the number of warp elements which is 2 for translational
motion, and p´ is the number of motion vectors. Practically
p´ was selected as a factor of p since it is not necessary to
calculate motion for each pixel as only block motion will be
used. Complexity of pyramidal optical flow estimation for a
single element is of O(n2×L×N2) , where L is the number
of pyramidal levels used. The dominant factor is N, the width
of the integration window. In the implementation 3 levels were
used and N is equal to 6, which yields effective search range
of 42 given by [12]. Therefore, overall complexity of optical
flow estimation is of O(p´×n2×L×N2) , which is the most
dominant component in the pre-processing where N2 is the
most significant element. This is comparable with the typical
encoder motion estimation complexity of O(pˇ × n2 × N´2)
resulting from SAD calculations as Search range, since N´ >>
N because of the pyramidal implementation of optical flow
algorithm. Default search range, N´ is 32. Since the search
range was restricted using δ (in the range of 0.5-1.5) the
computational overhead within the encoder in the proposed
framework were kept is minimal.
C. Rate Distortion Performance
Since the proposed motion estimation process might select
MVs that are not optimal for compression, RD performance
can degrade compared with that of JM reference encoder.
This is significant at δ = 0.0. However, Fig. 8 illustrates that
the RD cost incurred for the ’Soccer’ sequence encoded are
acceptable at search ranges (δ) 0.5-1.0 pixels. The RD cost can
be weighed against the reduced processing required for video
analysis. Other sequences also demonstrate similar behaviour.
Fig. 8. Rate Distortion performance comparison for ’Soccer’ sequence
V. REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS
The proposed framework is particularly suitable for time
critical video processing scenarios; processing in low power
end-user devices. For example, in an automated multiple-
camera surveillance network, reliable compressed domain fea-
tures could simplify analysis at the control unit, where a large
number of images are handled in real-time. Since a given
camera has to parallel-process only a few frames at a time,
complexity overheads at the encoder would not be significant.
Similarly, in low power end-user devices such as mobile
phones, one-time content driven encoding at capturing can
accelerate multiple applications and processing requirements.
Other applications include search, retrieval and copy detection
functions in video database management, broadcast video
analysis, and event detection in sports video sequences.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to optimize the performance of receiver-end video
processing in a resource-limited scenario, this paper proposes
a novel encoder architecture that addresses requirements of
video processing applications at the encoder. An object-based
motion estimation mechanism using local correlation of mo-
tion and object boundaries is proposed to enhance the quality
of compressed domain motion information, with respect to
its effectiveness in motion-based vision applications. Resultant
motion vectors are then used to steer the encoder optimization
towards selecting MVs that model actual object motion. Since
this does not alter coded data structure, the decoder remains
unchanged, while any application using the coded video can
benefit, from this architecture. In a object detection and
segmentation application scenario it is demonstrated that the
resulting motion vectors can be directly used to extract object
information, unlike conventionally estimated MVs based on
compression efficiency.
In order to provide complete flexibility to operate the
encoder at required rate, distortion as well as feature accuracy
levels, the constrained optimization proposed in this work need
to be extended to an unconstrained objective function. This
will be addressed in the future.
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